Abstract:

This paper defines and conceptualizes the usefulness subject type, and describes means for libraries to enable discovery of resources based on user applications. Subject analysis of usefulness directly relates library resources to user needs. Cataloguing usefulness can be achieved through a combination of abstracting and indexing techniques, including cataloguer- and user-supplied metadata with specialized encoding. Accessing usefulness can be achieved through a combination of data analysis and discovery interface design.
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Introduction

Classification, indexing, tagging, abstracting, and other instances of subject description capture multiple types of subjects. In addition to topical subjects, things depicted, themes, concepts, and benefits to scholarship are wrapped into subject analysis. Pino Buizza and Mauro Guerrini discussed the “numerous categories of concepts which can be traced in the formulation of a subject.” To encompass this variety, Michael K. Buckland summarized subject analysis as the statement of relationships between discourses, writing, “a subject description assigned to a document says that this discourse (document) relates to that discourse (literature, discussion, or dialogue).” Essentially, subject analysis provides the nodes, or links, between discourses. To inform this practice, it is beneficial to understand the varieties of subjects.

First, there are the topics and/or concepts that a resource is about (e.g., a biology textbook is about biology). Second, there are the persons, places, and things that a resource is of (e.g., a photograph that is of a laboratory may be about biology). The difference between aboutness
and ofness is described in the work of Sara Shatford-Layne, and is an important concept in visual resources cataloguing (see guidelines regarding “Representational Subject” in Cataloging Cultural Objects (CCO) for details). Third, there are the forms, genres, and material types that identify what a resource is, and which suggest its content (e.g., a certificate of title is inferred to be about a property). Jackie Dooley and Helena Zinkham described isness as an important concept in rare materials cataloguing. Aboutness, ofness, and isness subjects have been articulated and theorized in library science literature. But there is a fourth subject type – one that has been observed and discussed, but not named as such.

This paper aims to formally define and conceptualize the fourth subject type: usefulness. It describes the usefulness subject type and avenues for building access to usefulness – through indexing, abstracting, classification, and encoding practice, integration of user-supplied metadata, data analysis, and customized discovery interfaces. The intent of this paper is to draw attention to the usefulness subject type and its benefits, and to document the ease of creating and implementing usefulness metadata.

Usefulness

Analysis of usefulness relates resources to research applications. David Bearman provided an example, where “the records of elementary school matriculation are often used to answer demographic questions about immigration, family size, or life-expectancy.” Though matriculation records are not about, of, or composed of these concepts, indexing based on demographic features enables research. Snunith Shoham and Rochelle Kedar offer the insight that “‘good’ indexing must faithfully represent the topics of a document, while taking into account the potential use of the document by different users.” When subject analysis is performed to anticipate research uses, the cataloger describes the usefulness of the resource. Usefulness subjects document why resources are collected, how they relate to curricula and community foci, and how they may be applied in practice.

Usefulness subjects are valuable in any library setting – whether public, academic, or special. For example, in a children’s library, The Very Hungry Caterpillar may be described as useful in teaching counting. Or, in a museum library, Homer’s Odyssey may be described as useful in researching ancient weaving practice. Usefulness subjects are context-specific, and should resonate with user needs. Decisions regarding what to describe may be based on collection development policies, analysis of reference and circulation statistics, crowd-sourced metadata, focus groups, or campus/community research activities and publications.

The application and function of the usefulness subject can be seen in public use of the hashtag. In addition to collocating posts about events and topics, hashtags are often used to convey emotions, layers of meaning, and the impetus for information capture. The so-called ‘decorative hashtag’ – one that does not signify a topical subject – is far from superfluous. Through sarcasm and imagery, the decorative hashtag conveys the reason for the appearance of information. A decorative hashtag may suggest why a tweet was made or how to interpret its content. In a library catalogue, usefulness subjects may similarly suggest why the library has a resource, or how to apply it in research. Thus, usefulness subjects resonate with today’s information consumers, who are accustomed to hashtag culture and the symbiotic interplay of content and metadata.
Cataloguing Usefulness

Libraries can apply usefulness description in cataloguing practice through a combination of abstracting, indexing, and encoding techniques.

Abstracts offer a narrative explanation of content and context. The narrative approach allows the cataloger to convey complex information, such as historical background, underlying ideologies, and research relevance. This information helps the user anticipate and understand the applicability of resources to their investigation. Methodological approaches to abstracting can focus on the content of the work, the process or procedure discussed, the value of the material to the user, or a holistic synthesis of the above.

Hand-crafted abstracts that explain the usefulness of each library resource to its user communities are, obviously, impractical for the average cataloguer. Luckily, libraries can rely on crowd-sourcing to gather abstracts by tapping into various APIs (e.g., Google Books, Good Reads, Library Thing, and Open Library) that supply reader reviews. This content may actually be preferable to cataloguer-supplied abstracts, because it is written by someone who has read and/or used the resource, and who can speak to personal, discipline-specific applications. In a content analysis of online consumer reviews, Seshan Ramaswami and Susheela Abraham Varghese found that review authors seek to establish their credibility as a reviewer by stating their background and expertise. Thus, review content becomes explicitly discipline-specific – speaking directly to the usefulness of a resource.

Once review functionality is enabled in the catalogue, libraries can encourage users to write reviews through common marketing tactics, such as requests, simplification, incentives, and spotlights. Libraries can ask and remind patrons to review their recent check-outs at the circulation desk, over e-mail, or when they access their library account. Simplifying the review process, by reducing clicks and not requiring a log-on, both encourages reviews and protects patron privacy. Incentives, such as a reduction in fines or gamification features, also encourage reviews. Spotlighting user reviews on the library’s homepage, the catalogue interface, and social media both encourages reviews and markets the library’s resources. By taking advantage of existing review content and established mechanisms for driving review activity, libraries can deliver a variety of audience-specific abstracts that describe resource usefulness.

Indexing usefulness relates resources to their applications in research and learning. The cataloguer analyses how a resource can be used in practice (e.g., that Pride and Prejudice can be used as evidence of patriarchal social norms in the British Regency era). Controlled vocabularies for disciplines, methodologies, and research interests are plentiful and familiar to the average cataloguer. Perhaps less familiar are the encoding standards for mark-up of usefulness terms. The MARC Bibliographic format 658 field is used for “Curriculum Objective,” scoped as encompassing “curriculum or course-of-study objectives applicable to the content of the described materials,” which may be subdivided by “correlation factors indicating the degree to which the described materials meet an objective.” The MARC 658 field relates resources to how they may be used in the classroom, and is intended to be populated by curriculum-specific vocabularies. The MODS subject element has a @displayLabel attribute, which can be populated by any value – including indication of whether a subject signifies aboutness, ofness, isness, or usefulness. The EAD3 subject element has a @localtype attribute, which can be used “if local practice requires specification of the type of subject.” Similarly, the VRA Core subject element has a @type attribute. Among common encoding standards used in the library and cultural heritage sector, each has
a mechanism for signifying that a subject is of the usefulness type. That is, the cataloguing community has tools for consistent indexing and mark-up to enable targeted discovery based on usefulness.

Users can also undertake indexing activity. Research shows that social tagging provides timely, audience-appropriate, context-specific terminology for resources. And in considering usefulness indexing, folksonomies are demonstrated to reflect new areas of research and contemporary semantics faster than library controlled vocabularies. Elaine Svenonius noted that “free-text terms contribute to precision by virtue of being more specific and more current than controlled vocabulary terms.” Social tagging can augment library indexing by allowing users to document their semantics and information needs. Laura Kane McElfresh succinctly explained that since tag “terms are devised and implemented by actual users … they reflect the natural language of those users.” And retrieval is improved when the diction of metadata matches that of researchers’ queries. Moreover, research has shown that user tags are often task- or project-oriented (e.g., for a particular course or assignment, such as “Psychology 101”), which speaks directly to usefulness. Hsia-Ching Chang and Hemalata Iyer referred to this phenomenon as “need-oriented indexing.” By enabling social tagging features, libraries can allow usefulness indexing that is contemporary, semantically-meaningful, discipline-specific, and relevant to individual tasks and projects.

Moreover, allowing users to express their organizational and semantic needs through social tagging provides an avenue towards enhanced library-based indexing activity. Folksonomies reflect user community ideas about categorization and intellectual access; therefore, analysis and assessment of folksonomies uncovers data regarding information-seeking needs. Tags reveal users’ “basic level” of metadata requirements, and suggest appropriate models. Folksonomies can inform new thesaurus concepts, taxonomic hierarchies, and cataloguing activity.

Previous concerns about the quality and utility of user tags have largely been resolved by intelligent system design and the social consensus that occurs at scale. Hongwei Zhu and Harris Wu proposed that we “study the ‘system quality’ of tagging systems in addition to ‘data quality’ of tags” in order to best understand the utility and improvement of social tagging mechanisms. In a user study of 500 tag creators, Timme Bisgaard Munk and Kristian Mork discovered that meaningful patterns and regularities arise in tagging practice. This is because users are not working in isolation. Social factors influence tagging practice, since users are organizing information for and communicating with other participants. Users are motivated by a desire for public retrieval and recognition of their data; thus they find incentive for conformity to bolster recall. System design that offers tag suggestions and clustering improves homogeneity of morphemes. And services that allow users to register tags and submit scope notes mitigate the effects of polysemy. Through intelligent system design that harnesses the social aspect of tagging activity, libraries can enable impactful usefulness indexing by users.

**Accessing Usefulness**

Libraries that want to build access to usefulness, but have not previously captured this metadata through abstracting and indexing, can use semantic reasoners to extract new knowledge from available data. An example inference rule might be that resources with topical subject “birds” and form “statistics” are useful to ornithology. As libraries move towards maintaining and using RDF data, they can locally customize inferences using ontology and query languages,
such as OWL and SPARQL. And from here, it is easy to imagine personalized recommendation services based on the usefulness of resources to user communities and individuals.

Once libraries have collected usefulness metadata through cataloguing and data analysis, they can build interfaces that enable discovery based on research, teaching, and learning applications. Examples include search limits that target usefulness metadata fields and attributes, narrowing of search results by usefulness values, and browsing by research topic or discipline. Such application-specific discovery interfaces streamline information-seeking – connecting users directly with the resources that are most meaningful to their work.

Conclusion

This paper has shown that subject analysis in libraries results in the assignment of multiple subject types to resources. In particular, usefulness subjects document why resources are collected, how they relate to curricula and community foci, and how they may be applied in practice. To connect users with relevant resources, it is beneficial to capture and build access around usefulness metadata. Libraries already have the tools necessary to do so: abstracts can provide a narrative explanation of resource utility, and integration of user reviews with the catalogue relieves the burden of abstracting while providing multiple perspectives on usefulness; controlled vocabularies for disciplines, methodologies, and research interests are abundant, and enabling social tagging further promotes usefulness indexing that is timely, audience-appropriate, context-specific, and task- or project-oriented; common encoding standards in libraries, such as MARC, MODS, EAD, and VRA Core, have existing elements and attributes for specific mark-up of usefulness subjects; data analysis techniques, such as semantic reasoning or inferencing, can be used to derive usefulness metadata from existing data; and all of the above can be used to build access based on usefulness through search limits, narrowing, browsing pathways, and personalized recommendations. By focusing attention on the usefulness subject type and its value to users, libraries can deliver streamlined access to relevant, impactful resources.
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